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Almanacs


*Bibliographies*


Bibliographies


016.30589 B337a


016.9173 B631


016.32526 D816s


016.97304 G566v


016.6291 G9211


973.0496 H339

973.0496 H339 CD


016.3058 H559a


016.97304 K31a


016.36413 M9111


016.32526 P844n


016.32526 S1671.2


L016.33163 S3741
L016.9173 S645a

L810.9 S648s 1992

973.0496 S8481

016.3058 T599b

016.30145 W533a

016.33163 W749b

016.325 W926

**Chronologies**

323.1196 A214f

973.0496 A214g

973.0496 A258013

325.26 B499c

305.80097 B918r

MUSIC, REF ML 3479 .C35A4


Diggs, Ellen Irene. *Black Chronology From 4000 B.C. to the Abolition of the Slave Trade*. Boston: G. K. Hall, 1983. 910.09 D573c


Dictionaries and Encyclopedias


Electronic Reference Center 973.0496 A2584 CD
Electronic Reference Center 973.0496 A2584 Guide


973.6 D737Zfree


973.7115 H885e


305.89607 J61


301.451 L778Zmal


305.89607 O68


941.00496 O98


AFRICANA 960.303 P287d


398.08996 P995d


305.80097 R1218


L973.0496 R332 2000


303.484 R4537


973.7115 S673u


355.00923 S966a


L920.00929 W6283
Genealogy


**Individuals (alphabetical by last names in bold type)**


West India Reference Library (Jamaica). Marcus Mosiah Garvey, 1887-1940; A Reading List of Printed Material in the West India Reference Library. Compiled by Audrey Leigh. Kingston, 1973. AFRICANA L016.30145 G244i


The Martin Luther King, Jr., Encyclopedia. Clayborne Carson...[et al.]; with the assistance of the King Research and Education Institute. Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 2008. 323.1196 K53Zmartinl


Landmarks


**Military**


**Miscellany (Atlases, ‘first facts’, handbooks, etc.)**


*Black Firsts: 2,000 Years of Extraordinary Achievement*. Edited by Jessie Carney Smith. Detroit: Gale Research, 1994. 909.0496 B627

*Black History Month Resource Book*. Edited by Mary Ellen Snodgrass. Detroit: Gale Research, 1993. CURR L973.0496 B6275


```
MAIN Gov Pub (Map Collection) 912.13381 H654a
```


```
L973.0496 H6733
```


```
MAIN 973.099 J79p
```


```
325.26 N3931
```


```
MAIN 301.451 N394
```


```
325.26 N393
```


```
920.00929 P867a
```


```
973.0496 S635a
```


```
Curriculum 973.0496 S933
```


```
508.99607 W383a
```

**Reconstruction**


```
920.00929 F673f 1996
```


```
016.9738 L741r
```


```
973.8 R537a
```


```
AFRICANA (Bibliographies) 016.3268 S678
```

**Regional (alphabetic by area name in bold type)**


Jackson, Miles M. *And They Came: A Brief History and Annotated Bibliography of Blacks in Hawaii*. Durham: FOUR-G Publishers, 2000. MAIN 325.26 J133a


Heinrichs, Leslie. *Guide to Selected Holdings in the Golda Meir Library's Archives Relating to Milwaukee's African American Community*. Compiled by Leslie Heinrichs; revised by Mary K. Huelsbeck; UWM Golda Meir Library, Division of Archives and Special Collections. [Milwaukee]: University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee; [2003] 016.97759 H469g


MAIN Lower Level Reference Collection L016.711 C855e no. 1208-1209


MAIN Lower Level Reference Collection L016.711 C855e no. 335


AFRICANA (Bibliographies) 016.3268 S678
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